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ABSTRACT

The interaction of magnetized monoenergetic ions (a ring in velocity

space) with a homogeneous Maxwellian target plasma is studied numer

ically using the linear Vlasov theory. The ring may be produced when

an energetic beam is injected perpendicularly to a uniform magnetic

field. In addition to the previously known results, we find that this

flute-like instability may be classified into three distinct regimes

based on the "beam11 density relative to the plasma density, where many

features such as physical mechanisms, dispersion diagrams, and maximum

growth rates are quite different. The effects of electron dynamics,

plasma or ring thermal spread, the ratio of co /go for plasma ions, and
p c

electromagnetic modifications are also considered. Most of the theo- .

retical results of Part 1 are closely verified by simulations, presented

in Part 11.

-mi-
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I. INTRODUCTION

A beam-plasma-1 ike instability occurs when the "beam"

is a ring in velocity space at speed vfa with the ring thermal

spread, v <v. and the plasma is cool, v <vfa , for k1 Bq (cf.

Fig. 1). The unmagnetized ring-plasma was studied extensively by

Mynick Zt at. (1977). The magnetized ring-plasma was studied by

Tataronis and Crawford (1970). This paper, Part I, extends the magne

tized ring-plasma linear theory and Part II presents particle-fluid

simulations verifying the linear theory as well as presenting non

linear behavior.

A neutral beam injected perpendicularly to a uniform magne

tic field (B ) into a target plasma becomes ionized and forms an
-o

energetic charged ring in the velocity-space perpendicular to B .

The interaction of this beam (now a ring) with a homogeneous Maxwell ian

target plasma drives a flute-like (kg =0) velocity-space instability.

Recent laboratory experiments [Seiler dt at. (1976), Seiler (1977),

Yamada vt at. (1977), Bohmer (1976)] confirm this instability.

We examine the magnetized cold ring-warm plasma interaction

through the linear (i.e., small amplitude) Vlasov theory and computer

simulations, both for electrostatic and for electromagnetic cases.

We also examine the magnetized warm ring-warm plasma case

through linear Vlasov theory.

For the electrostatic case, our study includes interactions

among two species (ring ions and plasma ions) and among three species

(ring ions, plasma ions and plasma electrons). The results are valid

for ring speed much less than Alfven speed. For vfe > vA, the electro-
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Vvtr

Fig. 1 The density distribution of the two-component homogeneous
plasma in the velocity-space perpendicular to a uniform mag
netic field (B =B0z). The low speed component (called ''plasma")
is a Maxwellian with thermal spread vtp ; the energetic
component (called "ring") has a relatively high mean speed
with thermal spread vtr ..
tion perpendicular to B z

The wave vector is in the x-direc-
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magnetic case, only the three species interactions are considered

with the plasma electrons cold. In the theory and in simulations,

the target plasma is assumed to be Maxwellian in velocity, homogeneous

in space, infinite, and linear; it is treated as a set of collision-

less particles in the linear Vlasov theory and as a col 1isionless linear

fluid in the hybrid simulations. We look for modes growing in time

for real wave vectors (k) perpendicular to Bq .

Parameters are chosen close to those for a mirror fusion ex

periment, which we will call our prototype model, such as

2

22LU\ ooo
0) .

CI

v.

tp.

and the ring density relative to the plasma density,

2

nk . /m«ki >
R 5

varying from 5x10"** .to ^1 . Here, u .and u)pb. are the plasma
frequencies of the target plasma ions and the beam ions, respectively,

to . is the ion cyclotron frequency of the ring ions (or of the target

plasma ions; these two are the same since identical ion species, like

deuterium ring-deuterium plasma, are considered), vb is the perpendi

cular speed (v ) of the ring ions, and v is the perpendicular

thermal spread of the Maxwellian target plasma ions. These parameters

correspond approximately to 100 keV deuterium beam and 1 keV deuteriur

plasma of n ^10 cm"3 ina60 kilogauss magnetic field.
P
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We know from the linear theory of Vlasov-Poisson equations

that this velocity-space ring-plasma combination sets up an absolute

instability of relatively large growth rates (~oj .) [Tataronis and

Crawford (1970)]. In addition, we find three distinct regimes for

the density ranges of our interest.

For a weqfe sUng, with 5X10 <R$5 x 10"^ , the maximum

growth rate is y/w . < 1 and rises as R * ; for most of this

regime the ring-plasma instability is due to the coup 1ing between

some ring Bernstein harmonics and the plasma lower hybrid wave, and

is like that observed in the laboratory by Seiler eX at. (1976,1977),

who had a smaller value of w ./u .. However, their analy-
ppi ci '

tical model differs from ours in the use of the unmagnetized ring-

magnetized plasma model compared to our magnetized ring-magnetized

plasma model.

-3 -2
In the /Lttte/tmecUote tilviQ case, with 5 x 10 < R < 5 * 10 ,

0 35
y/co . is >1 , and goes as R , and the most unstable mode is

not the same as ,in the weak ring regime, but an enhanced Dory-Guest-

Harris mode [Dory tt at. (1965)].

_2
For a 6&WYIQ Hlviq, with 5 x 10 £ R £ 1.0 , the growth rate

is further increased and varies as R ; here the most unstable

mode is an ion acoustic-type mode excited by the ring-plasma combin

ation even without the presence of electrons (i.e., the role of the

electron Debye shielding is carried by the hot and strong ring ion

component), which exists even when the uniform magnetic field is turned off
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This mode is similar to that studied by Mynick at at. (1977) and

Hall and Heckrotte (1965).

We have made electrostatic and electromagnetic simulations

over the above ranges of ring density and observed the predicted

linear behavior (i.e., the growth rates and frequencies of the growing

modes) remarkably closely, using a linearized fluid model for the

plasma and (fully nonlinear) particles for the ring. These results

appear in Part II, following. In addition the nonlinear evolution is

studied in great detail.

The remainder of this paper summarizes the linear Vlasov

theory with its detailed numerical results, which enable the classi

fication of this instability into several beam density regimes.

Various parameter effects as well as electromagnetic effects are

also discussed.
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II. ELECTROSTATIC DISPERSION RELATION

Our two-species velocity-space-ring-plasma system is

neutral (n .=n ) and has uniform density and magnetic field (B ).
01 oe 7 3 o

The plasma (or target) has a Maxwellian ion velocity distribution of

thermal spread v with density n . The ion ring (or beam) has

mean speed v. (v,»v ) with density, n. = Rn . Electrons form
r b b tp b p

a uniform neutralizing background and are otherwise ignored. The

generalization to three-species (thus including plasma electron

dynamics) or to electromagnetic cases will be considered later in

this part.

The linear theory leading to the dispersion relation for

this electrostatic two-species system has been developed by many

authors. The results of Tataronis and Crawford (1970) will be

summarized below, followed by extensive numerical results with

their interpretation.

The linearized Vlasov-Poisson Equations are

V%(r,t) =-^ ^^dy fls(r,y,t) (1)

IT <r.Y. t) +v•Vf ls(r,y,t) ^yxB^-^ (r,y,t)

-^♦<r.t).^f(r,y> • (2)
s

Here <f> is the perturbed field potential; q and m are the charge

and the mass of each species (ring ions or plasma ions); f.. is the
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lowest order perturbed velocity distribution, and f is the unper

turbed velocity distribution of each species, which takes the fol

lowing form after being integrated over the parallel (to B ) compo

nent of velocities

(3)

fp(vx) = (2,v2tp)-' exp (-vi/2v2tp).
W

Then, for kii = 0 , the electrostatic dispersion relation becomes

! = _PP_L V^ l Cl + _2kL V^ J
2 a~—* . a) - tui . 2 /, / u

£ ci pbi X^ 1 t r ci

where

/k vt \2 k vu

\ CI / CI

.-—- . w ^«, . . - taamm ~ du. U) - <£u) .
a) . « X CI 0) . « ± ± CI

Ci £=-» ci £=-»

(5)

and Jp(x) and I«(x) are Bessel functions of the first kind of order

t, of real and imaginary arguments, respectively.

These equations are solved numerically using the dispersion

equation solving code, ROOTS [Gerver (1976)].
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III. CLASSIFICATION Of REGIMES BY RING DENSITY

In obtaining the numerical results of the linear Vlasov

theory, we fixed the following parameters, varying only the ring

relative density (R) unless otherwise specified

0)

pp1 % 32
ci

^-13
tP

v

= 0 (where v^ is the ring thermal spread)
v, tr 3 r
D

VA h
— = «> (where vA =B /(u n.m.) is the Alfven speed;
v. A o o i i

n. = n. + n ).
i b p

Variations from the prototype parameters will be made in the

next two sections.

Maximum growth rates (y /id .) as a function of R are
max ci

plotted in Fig. 2, clearly showing three distinct regimes in the

density region of our interest.



10.0 -i

r,max

GO ci

I0"4 5 x |0"4 I0"3 5xlO*3 I0"2 5x|Q"2 I0'1

r% nh

np

Fig. 2 Maximum growth rates normalized tothe ion cyclotron frequency of ring particles versus
ring-plasma density ratio (R =nb/np). Here, (oj j/w .)2 =1023 ,Vb/vtp=13 ;electrons
are not included, and the case is wholly electrostatic. Only R is varied. The straight
line fits indicate the power dependencies shown in various regimes for Y /w .

max ci

-9-
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(?) Weak Ring Redone (5 x 10 <R<5 x 10 *)

* ^. . . Ymax o0.60 . c. n
In this regime goes as R as shown in Fig. 2,

ci

and the growth rates are smaller than the cyclotron frequency of the

ring ions. Figure 3 shows that the growth regions are very discrete

in wave number k with almost no overlapping. The ring-plasma

instability here is due to the coupling between ring Bernstein harmo

nics (resonance number, £%32) and the lower hybrid wave (LH). We

interpret this interaction as flow of free energy which originates

from the large difference in the initial velocity distributions of

ring and plasma to the excitation of a collective mode, namely, the

lower hybrid wave, which can occur only in the slow wave side (i.e.,

the phase velocity of these coupled modes are to be smaller than the

ring perpendicular speed v.).
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40
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1.0

7
ojci

0.5 -

0.0

0 20 40 60 80 100

U) ci

-3
Fi9> 3 Frequencies and growth rates for R=10 weak beam. tuppi/tocj

%32 , V|j/vtp^l3 with no electron dynamics (electrostatic).
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—^ -2
(2) TnteAmexUate. Ring Regime. (5x10 ^ <R<5 x io )

v

u maxA n0.35 T. ... . • •
Here ^R . The growth regions are shown in Fig. h,

ci

with considerably larger growth rates and very little discrete structure

near y • For this ring density, the lower hybrid wave does not
max ~~~-—

couple with the ring Bernstein harmonics as Fig. k shows. The domi

nant instability source is the ring itself, like that of Dory-Guest-

Harris (DGH) modes [Dory tt at. (1965)]. However, y »s much
ITlaA

Y

larger than that of a cold ring by itself, because %0.5 for
ci

the DGH instability with the similar parameter but without the plasma

component. This enhancement due to the presence of the plasma component

was also noted by Tataronis and Crawford (1970).
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CU

(x)
CI

40 , 50
k±vb

U) CI

.-2Fig. k Dispersion curves for R=10 intermediate beam, ^ppj/^cj
^32 ,vb/vtp^13 with no electron dynamics (electro
static) .
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(3) Strong Ring Regime (5 x 10 s R s 5)

Y

Here max ^ R ' . The maximum growth rates are about
0) .
ci

several times larger than the ring ion cyclotron frequency. Hence,

the straight line orbit approximation should hold; indirect evidence

of this is the continuous variation (as against discrete) of y

vs k in Fig. 5. As in the intermediate regime, the lower hybrid

wave does not couple with ring Bernstein harmonics. This is because

the relatively large ring density enhances the lower hybrid frequency

from 32 a) . to about **5 w . (off the top of Fig. 5).
cl Cl. - * Y

max

Figure 5 also shows that several enhanced DGH modes with — fy 2
Y ci

exist but the most unstable mode has •^^•fcS • The physical mechanism
ci

for the ring-plasma instability in this regime is mostly governed by

the excitation of a perpendicularly propagating ion-acoustic-type

mode even in the absence of electron dynamics. This mode might be

called a hot-ion-shielded ion acoustic mode similar to the Mynick-

Gerver-Birdsall mode [Mynick eX at (1977)]- With straight line orbits

and cold plasma approximations, the dispersion relation becomes

9 9 2 "3/2

!=J>RL +J*L (l-k*-!) (6)

like that of Hall and Heckrotte(1965) and Mikhailovskii and Pashit-

skii (1966). This dispersion equation describes a mode whose phase velocity

starts at the ring speed at small wavenumbers and roughly asymp

totes to the plasma frequency of the target plasma at large wave-

numbers, not disappearing even when the magnetic field is reduced



y_
«>ci

6.0

-15-

Fig. 5 Electrostatic dispersion curves for R=1.0 strong beam,
/o)cj^32 , Vb/vtp^13 ,with no electron dynamics

,PP»
(root a survives as B -»-0 , roots b , c do not; proved by
Gerver (1976)). "°
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to zero. A plot of Eq. (6), which is not shown, is very similar to

the most unstable mode appearing in Fig. 5. Our results from the

dispersion equation solver for 0.255Rs5 compare rather closely

with those of Hall and Heckrotte (1965) (cf., their Figs. 3-4 for

Ymax vs R and Rea) ^and Ki.vb^ at the max'mum growth rate vs R).

This agreement is expected because Eq. (6) becomes a better approxi

mation as the ring density increases.

The classification into three regimes in the density range

of Fig. 2, which are the direct results of the linear Vlasov theory,

and verified later by simulations (cf. Part II), can also be expected

by the following qualitative arguments. The first boundary separating

the weak and the intermediate regimes is roughly consistent with the

onset of the DGH instability [Dory eX at. (1965)] due to the ring

alone. As R increases with PP1 %32 fixed, P increases to
w . 0) .
CI CI

reach the threshold value (Ri/6) of the DGH instability; thus, below

this threshold density (i.e., in the weak ring regime) there is no

DGH mode, and above it (in the intermediate and the strong ring regimes)

DGH modes exist. The fact that DGH modes in the ring-plasma instability

are affected by the presence of the target plasma component, which

does not exist in the pure DGH instability, makes the onset density

in the ring-plasma instability (R%5X10 J) slightly different from

that of the pure DGH instability (R^6*10 ).

The second boundary between the intermediate and the strong

regimes is consistent with the threshold for a straight line orbit

Y ^approximation, which occurs when —L-ft(k v. Aw .) , namely, when a
a) . i b ci
ci

resonant ion stays in phase with the wave for at least a growth time
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(~Y ) [Mynick eX at. (1977), and Lindgren eX at. (1976)]. The

parameter in Fig. 5 provides (k v./*tw .) ^3.0 , which corresponds to

— 9 — 9

R^xlO in Fig. 2. Thus, it roughly agrees with R^5X10 of

the Vlasov theory (and simulation); thus, below this boundary (in

the intermediate range) DGH modes are the only unstable modes, but

above this threshold (in the strong ring regime) DGH modes are domin

ated by the new. mode provided by the straight line orbit approximation.

In addition, classification via ring density is also found to

hold for saturation levels. The simulations shown in Part II also have

three distinct regimes whose boundaries are similar to those in the

classification via growth rates (see Fig. 2).
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11/. ETTECTS o& VARYING PARAMETERS

So far only the prototype model has been considered, namely,

with the two equal species (deuterium ring and deuterium plasma
v,

where electrons form a massless neutralizing background), — = 13 ,

vi- VA u • VtP
=0 ,—= «> and PP X, 32 . In the following we consider the

v. v. 0) . *
b b ci

effects of variation from the prototype model; it will be understood that

the electrostatic prototype model parameters are used unless otherwise noted,

(7) Adding EteoXJion Dynamic*

From solving the electrostatic dispersion equation

h eVwith the electron polarization drift term,! PPe) , included with the

vacuum term of Eq. (5), we find that adding cold electrons to the

target plasma simply reduces real frequencies and growth rates slightly,

with the results qualitatively unchanged. Figure 6, with electrons,

shows little change from Fig. 3> without electrons. Adding electrons

with perpendicular speed equal to that of ring ions, in addition to the

cold plasma electrons, provided a dispersion diagram identical to that

of the three-species case (i.e., ring ions, plasma ions, and cold plasma

electrons). This is expected because of the small electron gyroradius

(kj^p << 1) and the large electron gyrofrequency. The top two curves in

Fig. 7 compare the cases with and without electron dynamics.
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Fig. 6 Electrostatic dispersion curves with cold plasma electrons
included (of mass ratio, me/mj = 1/3700). As in Fig. 3, R=
10"3 , u)ppj/wcj ^32 , Vb/vtp^13 • Note that frequencies and
growth rates drop siightly, and the new lower hybrid (LH)
frequency is

JLH
1 +

ppi

(to /w )'
ppe ce

+ U)
ci

ffe 28.3
ci
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Without electrons

0.20 0.25

\Vb /ion

Fig. 7 Effects of electrons and of the plasma thermal spread for a
weak ring case (R=10~3) where Wppj/a)cj%32 \ v^/v^ = °° ,
me/mj =1/3700 (when electrons are used in the center curve);
vtr/vb =0 f°r tne toP two curves, and about 0.5 for the
bottom warm ring case. Curves connect the points obtained
from solving the dispersion relation.
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(2) Stabilizing E^e.cXi> o& the. PtaAma TheJimat Spttzad

v

The variation of the parameter —^ is considered in Fig. 7

for the two-and the three-species cases in a weak ring regime (R=10 )
v

Note that the end of growth at —P-^0.25 for this magnetized cold
b

ring model is about half the value (£0.^5) found by Mynick eX at.

(1977) for the unmagnetized cold ring. Also plotted here is the

effect of the plasma thermal spread using a warm ring distribution

Vtrwith ^0.5 fixed. The warm ring is modeled by subtracting two
vb

Maxwellians with equal peak densities (the ratios of the squared

thermal velocities of these two Maxwellians is defined as the mirror

ratio, which is 1.1 in this case).

An intermediate ring case (R=10 ) is considered in Fig. 8

for two models: a cold ring and a warm ring. Again, the plasma

thermal spread needed for no instability of a cold ring is about half

that by Mynick eX at. (1977).
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f max

2.0 -I

0.5-

0.1-

_2
Fig. 8 An intermediate ring case (R =10 ): the effects of the

thermal spreads of the plasma and of the ring. Here,
Wppj/o>ci ^32 , va/vj3=«> , me/mj=0 ; vtr/vb =0 for the
top curve (cold ring case) and about 0.5 for the bottom
curve (warm ring case).

Vt
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(3) Stabitizing E^factA oh the. Ring TheJimat Spread

[a) MagneXlze,d Cahe.

As the ring thermal spread increases, the coupling character

istics change from fluid coupling to resonant kinetic coupling [cf. O'Neil

vtr
and Malmberg (1968); Seiler (1977)]. A warm ring with -~-%0.5, which is

vb
well above the required beam thermal spread for the transition from the

beam-type (fluid coupling) to the Landau-type (resonant kinetic coupling)

"3 -2picture, is examined for two cases of the ring densities (R=10 and 10 )

in Figs. 7-8. Due to the resonant characteristics, the growth rate is very

-2
dependent on the frequency mismatch for a warm ring case with R=10 , shown

in Fig. 9; the roots from the dispersion equation with varying frequency mis

matches, agree very nicely with other theoretical predictions of a resonant

coupling with a mismatch, which give a circle:

Y
max

w .
ci >)' -(*)

Here, Aw = (w . -tin .)/w . with £ = 32 , and Y /w • is the peak maximum growth
' ppicici 'oci r 3

rate at zero mismatch. In contrast, where the ring is cold (where vtr/vb = 0

with other parameters the same) there is very little effect of frequency mis

match (no real change in y,^ as Aw changes since Ymax/wci = 1-792 at Aw/2 =-

0.055, 1.798 at Au>/2 = -0.008, and 1.813 at Aw/2 = 0.125). In this case the

lower hybrid wave couples with the Bernstein harmonics (thus beam-type un

stable modes). This coupling is in contrast to the warm ring case

where the Bernstein harmonics involved in resonant kinetic coupling are

from the plasma rather than from the ring due to the greatly broadened ring
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-0.08 -0.06 -0.04 -0.02 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08

Fig. 9 The effects of frequency mismatches (Aw) for a warm ring
(vtr/vb^J0.5) with R=10~2 ,vtp/vb =0 ,VA/vb=°°, me/mj
= 0. The roots from the dispersion solver (marked as dots)
form a circle with the radius given by the peak growth rate
(indicated with an arrow); the center of the circle is at
Aw/2 =0.08 (marked x ), slightly shifted from the expected
va 1ue.

Aoj
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velocity distribution. Thus, the frequency mismatch between the plasma

Bernstein harmonics and the plasma frequency of the plasma component

(or this could be some type of a hybrid wave) is an important factor

for the resonant kinetic coupling.

(6) UnmagneXlze.d Cabe.

The variation of v /v, is summarized in Fig. 10 for the
tr d

unmagnetized model, namely, using the straight line orbit approximation,

which provides only qualitative information. The warm ring distribution

for an unmagnetized model is modeled by a shifted Maxwellian (different

from the previous loss cone type warm ring)

f^vj ^ exp - 2
. 2
JVu

so that the parameter j determines the thermal spread of the warm ring

vtp/vb . This figure shows that, as expected, the maximum growth rate

decreases as the ring thermal spread is increased and that the complete

stabilization occurs when the initial ring thermal spread is about 20%

of the ring mean speed.
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(4) Ejects oh tke. TangeX Pta&ma DenAiXy

The variation of Y /w . with w ,/w . is shown in Fig.

-3
11 both for the magnetized and for the unmagnetized models with R=10

As the target plasma becomes denser, the maximum growth rate increases

for a fixed ring-to-plasma density ratio and the discrepancy between

the magnetized and the unmagnetized models becomes smaller. Both

results are expected because the threshold of unstable DGH modes and

that of the straight line orbit approximation are exceeded as w ./w .
3 rr ppi ci

increases.
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10 1

10* I0:
Hpj/ojcj )2

Fig. 11 Effects of the target plasma density for the delta function
ring with R=10~3 ,vb/vt =13 ,vA/vb=<x>and me/m|=0 .
Results of the magnetized Rodel are marked x , and those of
the unmagnetized marked 0 . It is observed that even with 2
R=10"3 , unstable DGH modes start to appear from (wpp}/wcj)
3*5000 .
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(5) Ehhe,cXA oh Untlke. Ion Spe.de*

So far for simplicity only the deuterium^deuterium inter

action has been considered. The electrostatic dispersion diagram in Fig.

12 for the cold deuterium ring and tritium plasma (without electron
-•a

dynamics) with, R=10 , provides a pattern similar to Fig. 3

where the plasma Bernstein harmonics appear as unaffected straight

lines in between the wiggled ring Bernstein harmonics due to smaller

cyclotron frequency; hence the lower hybrid couples with the

Bernstein harmonics of the ring ions rather than with those of the

plasma ions in the weak ring regime.

Also the dispersion (not shown here) of the cold deuterium

ring and the warm deuterium plasma with a slightly differing ion mass

ratio shows that Bernstein harmonics of the plasma are straight lines

while ring Bernstein harmonics are curved lines leading also to the above

conclusion on which Bernstein harmonics are involved in the lower hybrid

coupling for a cold ring case.
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Fig. 12 The electrostatic dispersion of cold deuterium ring and warm
tritium plasma with no electron dynamics; R=10~3 , oj
*32

ppi/^ci
Vb/vtp=13 and mn/mT =2/3 (thus wcjd=1 ,wcjj =0.667)

There are two kinds of Bernstein harmonics, those of the ring
ions (curved lines with spacing ^1 in the normalized frequency
unit) and of the plasma ions (straight lines with spacing =0.667)
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!/. ELECTROMAGNETIC MODIFICATION

To consider electromagnetic effects we adopt the ordering

scheme of electromagnetic modification terms in the dispersion tensor

of Callen and Guest (1971, 1973) to obtain the following simplified

(still approximate) electromagnetic dispersion relation including the

2 2
electron polarization drift term wppe/wce and the -1 *-o drift term

of electrons (w /w )(w /c k )
ppe ce ppe

w
ce

«+(W /!*4t\ -% £^— **,w \ / ur__\ wr_j ^^ e izM -^cj

c k / w . £=-<» * ci
ci

2 00 9
dJ0(u ) tuiw_j£bi_ > 1 ^^i7 ci ( v

+ 2 A* u dp w-£w .•' U;
£=-oo Hl pl CIw

Cj

This equation was solved by the dispersion solver, ROOTS [Gerver (1976)]

with some modification. As the indicator of electromagnetic effects,

the ratio of the beam perpendicular speed v. to the Alfven speed v«

will be used.

-3
For R=10 , two electromagnetic cases are shown here.

Figure 13 is a modestly electromagnetic case since the slope v. of

the magnetosonic (MS) branch is still larger than v. , so that the

MS branch does not couple with ring Bernstein harmonics; the instability

is due to the coupling between ring Bernstein harmonics and the lower hybrid

(LH) branch at the slow wave side (i.e., w/k< v. ) as in the electrostatic

cases. Figure \k shows a strongly electromagnetic case where v. is smaller
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10 20 30 40

kxvb
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Fig. 13 Three-species electromagnetic dispersion with cold plasma
electrons of mass ratio, me/mj = 1/3700. As in Figs. 3
and 6, R=10"3 , wDDi/wcj ^32 , vb/vtp^13 , but vb/vA
^0.23 .
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Fig. 14 Same as in Fig. 13 except that v,/v.^l.3
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than vb , so that the MS branch can couple with ring Bernstein harmonics

The real frequencies as well as the growth rates of the growing modes

are gradually lowered as electromagnetic effects become more important.

This is expected since the added electromagnetic terms make the left

hand side of Eq. (7) larger than that in the electrostatic case, giving

a stabilizing effect to the ring-plasma instability. These electromag

netic effects are summarized in Fig. 15 for various values of R and

VVA •
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'wholly electrostatic

Symbol R
mj 1
(Tie

/Wppi\2
VcJci '

O .1 400 1000
9 .01 400 1000

X .01 100 1000

A .01 400 100

o .001 3704 1000

Fig. 15 Electromagnetic stabilization. vA is decreased as the
electromagnetic effect is increased with Vb/vtp^13
fixed. Curves are drawn just to connect these theoretical
points. Figures 13-14 correspond to selective cases of symbol 0.
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l/I. CONCLUSIONS

This paper extended the study of the linear Vlasov theory

for a magnetized ring-plasma instability by solving the linear disper

sion relation numerically for various choices of parameters.

We found from these results that the instability may be

classified into several different regimes according to the ratio of the

ring density relative to the plasma density. In each regime, the physi

cal mechanisms for the instability differ from one another, thus yield

ing different dispersion spectra as well as different maximum growth

rates (from 0.3 w . to ^10 u .). The nonlinear phenomenon such as
ci ci r

saturation levels in simulations (in Part 11) also reveals similar

classification.

Electrons are found to play a relatively unimportant but

slightly stabilizing role in this ion-ion instability. Increasing

the thermal spread of the plasma or of the ring component also stab

ilizes the instability. The effects of the plasma density were also

considered with (w ./w .) varying from the low density range Ov 1)

to the 2X1 IB range Kl05).

The electromagnetic effects on this instability were con

sidered by including a simple modification term [a la Callen and Guest

(1971, 1973)] to the electrostatic dispersion relation. An appreciably

reduced (/\/-«) maximum growth rate is expected when the Alfven speed is

comparable to the beam mean speed.

Most of these theoretical results have been verified very

closely by computer simulations, which appear in Part 11.
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